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Horsemanship should win races, not drugs! 

HORSE medication, quantitative analysis of samples 

and how “dope charges” should be handled by the 

courts was in the news when a Kentucky Court found 

recently rules that the “strict liability” rule applied by 

the Kentucky Horse Racing commission is  

unconstitutional. This gives trainers their full and  

legally uninhibited rights to defend themselves when 

illegal substances are found in their runners. 

 

The following shortened article by prominent US  

veterinarian SID GUSTAFSON has no bearing on that 

ruling, per se,  but touches on the controversial bleeders’ 

drug Lasix, drug masking and other issues which on any 

day in the near future can become relevant to the  

Kentucky ruling in new “dope” cases abroad and perhaps 

even here in South Africa. 

 

Gustafson writes: 

 

The Kentucky Horse Racing Commission’s hearing on 

race-day medication last November revealed that Lasix 

alkalinizes horses, elevating their racing TCO2 values. 

 

The more Lasix, and the closer it is administered to the 

race, the more intense the alkalinization effect of Lasix, 

according to the science presented at the K.H.R.C. race-

day medication hearing. Lasix alkalinizes 

horses, creating a competitive metabolic ad-

vantage similar to milkshaking, rendering the 

drug Lasix a clear and present doping agent.  

 

Human athletic regulators have deemed Lasix a 

doping agent, and horseracing regulators will 

eventually have to come to that appropriate 

conclusion. Lasix has significant potential to 

alter and enhance racehorse performance. 

 

As well, in my experience as both an attending 

veterinarian and a regulatory veterinarian, the 

attending veterinarians administering Lasix are 

often requested (as long as they are in the stall 

with the horse before the race to give the 

Lasix) to administer intravenous sodium  

bicarbonate, calcium and a wide variety of 

other substances, including adjunct bleeder 

medications and undetectable performance-

enhancers to stimulate or calm horses while 

sustaining added endurance.  

 

By pharmaceutically altering and  

manipulating a variety of physiological 

and neurological parameters for  

competitive advantage, medicating vet-

erinarians influence the outcome of 

horse races and racehorse performance.  
 

In addition, these race-day medicators put 

horses at increased risk to break down. The 

statistics presented at the hearing clearly show 

horses medicated on race day break down more 

often than clean racing runners. The  

connection is indisputable. 
 

Horses are notoriously vulnerable to pharma-

ceutical manipulation, and these days with all 

the permissive medication policies, trainers and 

their veterinarians remain notoriously (to p 2) 
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HORSES AND DRUGS (...cont) 
 

tempted to pursue every pharmaceutical ploy they 

can devise to move a horse up. Alkalinization 

comes in a variety of bottles and can be achieved 

by utilizing a variety of methods. It is the nature 

of many trainers to take whatever pharmaceutical 

measures they feel they can get away with to get 

their horse across the finish line first. 

 

To allow racing veterinarians in a stall with a 

horse before a race is to permit doping, as it has 

turned out in America. I have witnessed veterinary 

doping first hand from California to New York. 

The solution to prevent doping and render an even 

field is to keep medicating veterinarians away 

from horses in the days before they race, as is the 

policy in Europe and Asia, where racing is ap-

proximately four times safer than in America.  

 

There, veterinarians can attend horses, but they 

are forbidden to medicate them, as is the  

appropriate ethical standard. Horses are never  

denied appropriate veterinary care, but when 

horses do require medication, they are declared 

unfit to race, as should be the policy in America. 

 

Certain bodywork, massages, and physical  

therapies are appropriate as the race approaches, 

but doping is not. Drugs and medications are to 

treat ailing and lame horses, and ailing or lame 

horses are not permitted to race in ethical racing 

jurisdictions. Horses deemed to require  

medication are horses unfit to race by current  

international ethical standards.  

 

The universal standard through horse racing time 

has been to bar administration of any and all 

medications before a horse competes. Racehorses 

and riders are best served to run with no drugs in 

their systems. The clean racing standard is the 

standard that has effectively and appropriately 

protected the health and welfare of horses through 

time. 

 

There are a variety of conditioning, husbandry and 

nutritional strategies that can be used that do not 

include or involve drugs and medications to pre-

pare horses to withstand the rigors of a race.  

Tapering down the digestive tract, appropriate 

nutritional supplementation, appropriate  (to p4) 
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HORSES AND DRUGS (..cont) 
 

exercise routines, appropriate hydration and  

metabolic preparations, and an endless variety of 

other holistic and physiologic preparatory  

approaches are more wholesome medication-free 

approaches for horse, rider and horseplayer. 

 

The journey to establish clean horse racing 

continues. Soon, the horses shall prevail as 

horses have prevailed through time.  

Trainers will soon be required to use  

horsemanship rather than drugs to chalk 

up a win. 
 

 - Extended version originally published in The 

Rail (NYT). 

MEET California, the stable mascot and lead pony at 

Candice Dawson and Kathryn Ralphs’ CK Racing at 

Randjesfontein. He helps calm highly strung  

thoroughbreds at the track.  

Trainer Doug Campbell (and wife Di), were honoured with the Anita Akal Special Award at Tuesday 

night’s KZN awards. Here’s Doug (inside left) with the event singers as well as Bill Lambert (middle) 

and Epol’s Equine Sales Manager Debbie Dick (inside right). Photo: Candiese Marnewick. 

https://tellytrack.com/
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 IT ALL GOES DOWN ON TWITTER! 
Follow us @turftalk1 

IN a few short centuries, the Yakutian horse has gained a 

large body and long, mammoth-like shaggy hair, allowing 

it to survive truly harsh conditions. 

 

Averaging about 150cm, the Yakutian stands a little 

smaller than most horses. Its winter hair can reach about 

10cm in length and it has a thick bushy tail and long mane 

that, like a shawl, covers both its neck and shoulders. 

 

In short, its appearance is a little like the woolly mammoth 

version of a horse. It is clearly well suited to the brutal and 

enduring Siberian winters. And it seems they race there 

too on off days! 

They serve in Siberia! 

DOWNTIME: Silvestre De Sousa is all of 40 winners clear 

of Jim Crowley in the 2017 UK Flat Jockeys  

Championship. Here he is taking a deserved nap with son 

Ryan and their able watchdog. -  tt. 
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